Importance of Communication Skills and the Needs of Engineering Students from Rural Areas
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Abstract - Engineering study is considered as one of the major fields of study all over the world. Mostly the web content, the research works of various researchers and their studies, journals article, are written in the English language. So, it is considered to be essential for the second language learners especially for grabbing the opportunities of employment. The students who opt engineering needs to be good in the English language because it is very important for the academic life and it helps them to prosper in their professional life too. If the students fail to have good acquisition in the English language, they are unable to understand the important concepts and ideas conveyed by the writers in English. This present paper tries to highlight the significance of English and how lack of English knowledge can reduce the opportunity of employment. The researcher has given some solutions to overcome the issue.
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1. Introduction
In the world of corporate companies, it is considered to be the need of an hour to use English as a communicative language. When a curriculum is designed for engineering students, English has been given an integral part because it plays a pivotal role especially in finding jobs and it decides their professional life [1]. In India, English language is used by many educated persons in various occasions like teaching learning, business and in corporate in a larger extent. Communication is very essential for the engineers to achieve success in their social life as well as in their professional life. As [2], 2010 states English language takes an important part in all the fields’ especially in educational sector, communication media and also used as the medium of communication in most of the private and government sectors.

In India, English language acts as an influential means for the changes happened in the country. English is considered as the ‘lingua franca’ for the international trades and business, information and technology, aviation, banking sector, etc.. As [3] stated that in radio broadcast 60% of the programmes were transmitted in English, when a letter is composed one-third of the content comprises in English, especially address written on the letters are available in English. In the 21st century English is considered as the world language and it doesn’t fail to leave impact with anyone. It is expected by the employers from the employees is ‘Excellent Communication Skill’. Many technical institutes’ especially engineering colleges used to concentrate and give training for soft skills and they used to give utmost importance in betterment of communication skills for the learners, but it is the worrying part to know that students graduating from various reputed technical institutes are not able to meet the standards of the corporate industry [4]. Some students are technically good, but lack in fluency and knowledge in language which is the considering factor and it affects from getting jobs. With experience of teaching English to young and aspiring engineering students, it seems many problems were faced the people from the students from the rural background and those who completed their higher secondary schooling in the vernacular medium. [5] In this research article, the researcher tries to find out some of the challenges faced the students from rural background and suggests some of the remedies to overcome the problem.

2. Literature Review
In [6] in the research article stated that most of the students are from the rural background. The students face various problems while learning the communication skill. It is suggested by the researcher that with teacher and student initiative they can improve the competency in English.

Communicative competence, the common term used in the process of teaching and learning and it is referred as the ability to convey the meaning which is combined with linguistic and sociolinguistic knowledge and rules applicable for communicative interactions [7].

As [8], mentioned English for engineering is a sub-class in the vast arena of English for specific purposes and it posses’ various features available in the vast field English for Specific Purposes (ESP). It mainly concentrates on the focused and practical learning of the English language.

[9] conducted a study to investigate the requirements of English by the engineering sector at Nigde University in Turkey. The researcher collected the data with the help of Questionnaires and interview. The primary objective of the research is to identify for which of language skill is given much priority. The secondary objective is to verify
the significance of language task and activities associated with the language skills. The result showed that the students studying engineering needs to concentrate and improve their reading skills and they used to consider speaking as the most wanted skill [10].

In the research article [11] mentioned it is the real challenge for the teachers as well as learners to find ways to retain the important factor motivation for long when they attempt to learn new language. The main objective of conducting this case study is to identify and portray the student’s motivation when they try to learn English language. The findings state that motivation improves success but, it is not fixed but it is strongly improved and affected by feedback from the environment which is associated with the learners [12].

[13] in her research article mentioned that English Language is the ‘Lingua Franca’ and without good knowledge in the language it is tough to climb the ladder of success. It is important for the engineering graduates also and she highlighted the importance of English language and how it affects the employability if a learner lacks in communication skill.

As [14] mentioned, in India English is used as medium of communication and also it is used as common language for library. In the field of higher education, it plays a leading role especially in the lives of engineers. It is essential for getting good jobs as well as in getting promotions. It is considered as a medium and with the help of the language one can share their emotions, feelings, ideas and they can have a casual interaction in order to get betterments in their professional life [15].

3. Engineering Colleges and English

In the last few decades, the interest for engineering has been increased among the school students; it increases the number of engineering colleges all over the country. The increase in number of colleges increases the number of undergraduates every year [16]. This increase causes serious turbulence in job market in all over India [17]. It is not possible to provide jobs for all the qualified engineering students and it has become the important threat in majority of the industries as well as in the educational fields [18]. In today’s world good English Communication skills is the most important requirement and those who apply for the job is expected to speak and voice their opinion in English. But, unfortunately many of the graduates fail to satisfy the needs of the recruiters and they are unable to write and speak accurately and correctly [19]. They used to consider it as the herculean task. Especially the students from rural background, they encounter various problems when they try it use English for speaking or writing. In most of the engineering colleges, curriculum was framed either by the University or the college if it holds autonomous status. English has been given importance [20]. It is taught for the first two semesters. The syllabus in the technical institutes concentrates on the language skills LSRW (listening speaking reading and writing). But, with traditional chalk and talk method and learning inside the traditional classroom will not help the students to acquire competency. [28] It is essential for the engineers to collaborate and work together with the people around the world, so this is considered to the pre requisite for the employment. Apart from class room learning, the students can spend time and they can use online resources for learning purpose. [34], [31]

4. Methodology

To recognize the troubles faced by the students who study engineering especially from the rural areas, the researcher framed a questionnaire consisting two divisions. In the first division, basic information about the respondent has been asked like Name (it is given as optional), Age, Board of study in school, Parent’s occupation, Background, Native place, etc. [21]. In the second division the questions were given to ensure whether they have problem in acquiring the language skills and it was followed by the questions. Later an open-ended question has been given to write the problem specially which they face while learning English and when they try to communicate.

This study comprises of 60 students belonging to particular branch of an engineering college affiliated to Anna University. Fifty percentages of the learners are from the medium of their region. With the help of questionnaire, the date has been collected descriptively. Both qualitative and quantitative approach is used as the method to collect data. The research findings were discussed in-detail by the researcher. The questions were prepared with the help of Likert scale.

5. Findings

From the response for the questionnaire’s question, it is identified that some of the problems faced by the engineering graduates are Lack of practice for speaking skills, because mostly it is given importance for traditional exams. Students strength is another problem, the students are distributed in all medium of school [22]. So, the professors are unable to give importance for the students from vernacular medium. It is also identified that students’ parents are literate. They have better communication skills than the students from the rural background [23]. Traditional education system is yet another factor which affect the learners English language acquisition. In many of the institutes lack technological advancements and it affects the language learning of the students. Students from rural background lack English exposure in their family as well as in the society. This causes lack of confidence among the learners and it makes the learners inferior and they fail to communicate with others [24].

6. Remedies and Suggestions

It is necessary for the teachers as well as the learners to put combined effort to improve the communication skills which is necessarily essential for the employment.

i) Students expect warm and comfortable assistance from teachers, because learners feel that learning to communicate is a difficult task.

ii) It can also be suggested that instead of teaching Grammar and writing components, speaking activities can be given and necessary suggestions can be given by the facilitators [25]
(iii) Grammar can be taught application oriented and how it can be used in technical communication.
(iv) Instead of chalk and talk teaching, the teachers can encourage the learners to use some of the ICT tools [26].
(v) The teachers can help the learners to understand the techniques, tips and tricks by giving activities like translation, role-play, etc.
(vi) Learners can be encouraged to use mobile phones effectively instead of wasting time, there are various advanced apps are available for language learning.
(vii) Subject-specific competencies can be given training instead of teaching the same old phrase and poem to the engineering graduates [27].

7. Conclusion
To conclude, both in the professional and personal life usage of English skills are considered to be the essential skill. It requires various updates in the methods of teaching to facilitate the learners with the help of advanced technologies available. It is necessary for the learners to utilize the facilities available in their institutions. As well as they need to engage their valuable time in learning the language. It will improve the skills of the learners and they can reduce the unemployment. The results provided by the present study give various important ideas to the Institutions to help in improving the proficiency of the engineering graduates.
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